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Discrimination at Work: The Psychological and Organizational BasesLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
This volume brings together top scholars in industrial and organizational psychology with social psychologists to explore the research and theory relating to various areas of workplace discrimination. Many of the contributors to this book participated in a conference on workplace discrimination held at Rice University in May 2000. The idea came...
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Strategies and Tactics in Organic Synthesis, Volume 9Academic Press, 2013

	A classic in the area of organic synthesis, Strategies and Tactics in Organic Synthesis provides a forum for investigators to discuss their approach to the science and art of organic synthesis. Rather than a simple presentation of data or a secondhand analysis, we are given stories that vividly demonstrate the power of the human...
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Service Oriented EnterprisesAuerbach Publications, 2006
This comprehensive resource covers all the components, issues, standards, and technologies that create a service-oriented enterprise. Filled with real-world examples, Service Oriented Enterprises shows IT managers, CIOs, software architects, software developers, innovative and practical service-oriented solutions. Its framework for aligning...
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Systematics as Cyberscience: Computers, Change, and  Continuity in Science (Inside Technology)MIT Press, 2008
The use of information and communication technology in scientific research has been hailed as the means to a new larger-scale, more efficient, and cost-effective science. But although scientists increasingly use computers in their work and institutions have made massive investments in technology, we still have little idea how computing affects the...
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Web Site Design Is Communication Design (Document Design Companion Series, V. 2)John Benjamins Publishing, 2001
This title is based on a series of case studies of the website design processes in smaller and larger organizations. It offers a thorough analysis of the activities undertaken, in conbination with practical experiences of website designers and producers. It pays attention to the often complicated organizational context that web deigners and...
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Bike Repair & Maintenance For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009

	Welcome to Bike Repair & Maintenance For Dummies, where the often confusing and complex world of caring for your bike just got a whole lot easier. We’ve written this book to tell you not only what your bike needs  to stay in great condition but also how to take care of the repair and maintenanceyourself. It doesn’t matter...
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Sams Teach Yourself Visual C# 2010 in 24 Hours: Complete Starter KitSams Publishing, 2010

	Over a decade ago, a small team of designers met in a small conference room on the second floor of Building 41 at Microsoft to create a brand-new language, C#. The guiding principles of the language emphasized simplicity, familiarity, safety, and practicality. Of course, all those principles needed to balance against one another; none are...
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Hands-On Design Patterns with React Native: Proven techniques and patterns for efficient native mobile development with JavaScriptPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn how to write cross platform React Native code by using effective design patterns in the JavaScript world. Get to know industry standard patterns as well as situational patterns. Decouple your application with these set of “Idea patterns”.

	
		Key Features

		
			Mobile development...
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Android Programming for Beginners: Build in-depth, full-featured Android apps starting from zero programming experience, 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2021

	
		Learn the Java and Android skills you need to start developing powerful mobile applications with the help of actionable steps

	
		Key Features

		
			Kick-start your Android programming career or just have fun publishing apps to the Google Play marketplace
	
			Get a first principles...
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Database Nation (Hardback)O'Reilly, 2000
Forget the common cold for a moment. Instead, consider the rise of "false data syndrome," a deceptive method of identification derived from numbers rather than more recognizable human traits. Simson Garfinkel couples this idea with concepts like "data shadow" and "datasphere" in Database Nation, offering a...
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Jacquard's Web: How a Hand-Loom Led to the Birth of the Information AgeOxford University Press, 2007
Circuits from silk? Today's technophiles probably have no idea how much today's computer technology owes to the invention of one ingenuous textile manufacturer in nineteenth-century France. Here, master storyteller James Essinger shows through a series of remarkable and meticulously researched historical connections how the Jacquard loom...
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Cancun & the Yucatan For DummiesFor Dummies, 2007

	The spectacular coastline of Mexico’s Yucatán peninsula is a diverse playground where you can bask on pristine beaches, explore ancient ruins, play golf or tennis, go biking, snorkeling or scuba diving, do serious shopping, or escape to a secluded lagoon. With info on Cancun, Isla Mujeres, Cozumel, Playa del Carmen and the...
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